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Overview

This session will explore 

◆ policies and 

procedures, 

◆ the policies and 

procedures checklist 

template, and 

◆ sample policies and 

procedures.
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Meeting Objectives 

Participants will

◆ receive an overview of the Tribal Child Care Management Systems 
Framework’s Program Management, Planning, Integrity, and 
Accountability System;

◆ receive an overview on how the Tribal Child Care Management 
Systems Framework and the Health and Safety Monitoring System 
fit into the Program Management, Planning, Integrity, and 
Accountability System;

◆ receive a basic introduction to developing health and safety policies 
and procedures;

◆ participate in breakout activities to develop sample health and 
safety policies; and

◆ receive a graphic to demonstrate the flow of the development 
process.
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Health and Safety Worksheet

◆ Reflective worksheet

▪ Track your journey

▪ Reflect on ideas and 

strategies

▪ Write down goals

▪ Note next steps 
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Check In

◆ On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 standing for “not 

started” and 5 standing for “complete,” what is 

the level of completion of your current health 

and safety policies and procedures?

◆ What do you hope to gain from this session?
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Overview: Tribal Child Care Management 

Systems Framework 
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Source: Adapted from National Center on Program Management and Fiscal Operations. (n.d.). Head Start management systems 

wheel [Graphic]. Office of Head Start. https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/organizational-leadership/article/management-systems

https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/organizational-leadership/article/management-systems
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2nd ring – Program 

management, planning, 

integrity, and accountability

Source: Adapted from National Center on Program Management and Fiscal Operations. (n.d.). Head Start management systems 

wheel [Graphic]. Office of Head Start. https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/organizational-leadership/article/management-systems
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Discussion

◆ How do the policies and 

procedures developed 

in the second ring of 

your Management 

Systems Framework 

affect the Health and 

Safety Monitoring 

System?
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Making the Connection 
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Health and Safety 
Standards

Training

Monitoring

Policies 
and 

Procedures



Why Are Policies and Procedures 
Important?
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Direction and 
structure for 
program staff

Consistency 
and ensure fair 
treatment for 
all parties

A smooth 
transition for 
the next 
program 
administrator

Workflow 
documentation
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They Provide the Following
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Why Are Policies and Procedures 
Important?

Protect

Protect the rights and 
reduce the liabilities of 
the Tribe, program, 
staff, providers, and 
families

Document

Document 
responsibility for 
implementation, 
monitoring, and 
enforcement

Reduce

Reduce
misunderstandings 
between program staff 
and participating 
families
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Policies versus Procedures
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Policies are the statements, rules, and 
definitions that guide the Tribal Lead Agency in 
the process of implementing the CCDF program.

Procedures are the step-by-step details of 
when, where, and how policies are implemented 
and who is responsible for each step. 



A Policy Tells Us

What is to be 
done

Who is 
responsible

Who is covered 
or affected

In what 
circumstances 

it applies

The degree to 
which the policy 

is applied

Definitions of 
specific terms 

used

Penalties for 
failure to follow 

the rules
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Policy Example: Child Abuse and Neglect 

Recognition and Reporting

◆ Policy: All Tribal Lead Agency child 

care providers and Tribally operated 

center staff are mandatory reporters 

of child abuse and neglect and are 

responsible for recognizing and 

reporting any suspected cases of 

child abuse or neglect immediately.
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What is to 

be done 

and when 

it applies



A Procedure Tells Us

What steps must be 
taken to implement 
a certain policy or to 
achieve a specific 

goal

Who is responsible 
for each step in the 

process

When, where, and 
how each step is 

done

What verification or 
follow-up is needed

Where to get 
additional 

information or 
guidance when 
questions arise

How to apply 
penalties for failures 

to comply
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Procedure Examples: Child Abuse and 

Neglect Recognition and Reporting

Procedure

◆ All Tribal Lead Agencies, child care providers, and Tribally operated center 

staff will report suspected cases of child abuse or neglect to the Tribal Child 

Welfare Department’s hotline at 1-800-123-4567.

◆ If the circumstances reflect an imminent danger to a child or an adult, the 

police department will be contacted and a request for immediate assistance 

will be made.

◆ The reporting staff member will include the following information in the 

report:

▪ Names and addresses of the child, parents, and other persons 

responsible for the child’s care

▪ Child’s age, sex, and race

▪ Nature and extent of the child’s injuries, abuse, or neglect, including any 

evidence of previous injuries, abuse, or neglect to the child or sibling
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Steps 

required; 

who is 

responsible; 

when, 

where, and 

how each 

step will be 

completed 



Procedure Examples: Child Abuse and 

Neglect Recognition and Reporting

Procedure (continued)

◆ The reporting staff member will also include the following 
information in the report:

▪ Name, age, address, and other known information of the person 
responsible for the abuse and neglect

▪ Any family or other information that might be helpful

▪ Reporting person’s name, address, phone, and occupation and any 
action taken in response, such as medical exam, photographs, and so 
on

◆ The reporting staff member will follow the guidance of the welfare 
department regarding notification of the parent or legal guardian.

◆ The reporting staff member will never face disciplinary action for 
making the report, unless it is proven that a false report was 
knowingly made.
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Steps 

required; 

who is 

responsible; 

when, 

where, and 

how each 

step will be 

completed 



Example: Child Abuse and Neglect 

Recognition and Reporting
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CCDBG Act of 2014

Requires Lead Agencies to 
certify that child care 

providers will comply with the 
child abuse reporting 

requirements of the Child 
Abuse Prevention and 

Treatment Act

CCDF Final Rule

Clarifies that Tribal Lead Agencies 
must comply with applicable child 
abuse reporting procedures and 

laws in their service area

Adds “recognition and reporting of 
child abuse and neglect” to the list 
of required health and safety topics 

for standards, training, and 
monitoring

Tribal CCDF Plan

Provides the Tribal Lead 
Agency’s specific plans for 

standards, training, and 
monitoring around child 

abuse and neglect 
recognition and reporting

CCDF Standards

Define the Tribal Lead 
Agency’s minimum 

expectation for child abuse 
and neglect reporting that is 

subject to monitoring and 
enforcement

Policy

Describes what needs to be 
done and how to meet Tribal 
Lead Agency standards and 
CCDF requirements for child 

abuse and neglect 
recognition and reporting

Procedures

Outline the specific steps and 
individuals responsible for 
recognizing and reporting 

child abuse or neglect

Note: “CCDBG” stands for Child Care and Development Block Grant.



Questions 
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Pause for Mapping 

◆ What policies and procedures would be a 

part of the Health and Safety Monitoring 

System?

◆ Let's look at the map that was developed 

during previous sessions to begin this 

activity.
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Mapping Example
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Crosswalk
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Standard

◆ Policies and procedures 

regarding building and 

physical premises safety, 

including the identification 

of and protection from 

hazards that can cause 

bodily injury, such as 

electrical hazards, bodies 

of water, and vehicular 

traffic

Training

◆ Policies and procedures 

specifying the minimum 

number of preservice or 

orientation training hours 

on physical and premises 

safety for caregivers, 

teachers, and directors by 

category of care and 

outlined in your Tribal 

CCDF Plan.

Monitoring

◆ Policies and procedures 

regarding the Tribal 

Lead Agency’s 

monitoring approach for 

ensuring that CCDF 

providers comply with 

all applicable health, 

safety, and fire 

standards and 

requirements

Each standard has an element that carries into the Training and Monitoring sections of your 

policies and procedures that define your CCDF program’s health and safety system.



Mapping Example
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Table of Contents Sample

◆ Health and Safety Standards Compliance

◆ Relative Provider Requirements

◆ Ratios, Group Size, and Qualifications of Providers

◆ Provider Training and Professional Development

◆ Monitoring Approach

◆ Provider Service Authorization

◆ Record Keeping

◆ Monitoring Inspector Requirements

◆ Monitoring Enforcement

◆ Monitoring Appeals Process 
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Sample Policies and Procedures

◆ Health and safety

▪ Safe sleep practices 
standard

▪ Monitoring and enforcement

▪ Prevention of child 
maltreatment training 
requirements

◆ This resource can be 
found using this link: 
https://childcareta.acf.hh
s.gov/sites/default/files/p
ublic/sample_policies_an
d_procedures_for_health
_and_safety.pdf
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Policies and Procedures Checklist
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Source: National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development. (August 2018). Policies and Procedures Checklist for Child Care and Development Fund Tribal Lead Agencies. U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, Office of Child Care. https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/sample_policies_and_procedures_for_health_and_safety.pdf

https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/sample_policies_and_procedures_for_health_and_safety.pdf


Policies and Procedures Checklist for Child Care 

and Development Fund Tribal Lead Agencies 

◆ Checklist 1: Define CCDF Leadership and Coordination with 

Relevant Systems

◆ Checklist 2: Establish Standards and Monitoring Processes to 

Ensure the Health and Safety of Child Care Settings

◆ Checklist 3: Supporting Continuous Quality Improvement 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

◆ Checklist 4: Provide Stable Child Care Financial Assistance 

(Medium and Large Allocation Sizes)

◆ Checklist 5: Ensure Equal Access to High-Quality Child Care for 

Low-Income Families (Medium and Large Allocation Sizes)

◆ Checklist 6: Promote Family Engagement through Outreach and 

Consumer Education (Medium and Large Allocation Sizes) 
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Crosswalk

FY 2020–2022 Tribal CCDF Plan Sections

Policies and Procedures Checklist 

Sections

Section 1. Leadership and Coordination Checklist 1

Section 2. Health and Safety Checklist 2

Section 3. Quality Improvement Checklist 3

Section 4. Direct Services (Small Allocation 

Sizes Only)

Refer to Checklists 4 and 5 for policies 

and procedures that align with the 

flexibilities chosen in the Plan

Section 5. Stable Financial Assistance 

(Medium and Large Allocation Sizes Only)

Checklist 3, Table 3, and Checklist 4

Section 6. Equal Access (Medium and 

Large Allocation Sizes Only)

Checklist 5

Section 7. Consumer Education (Medium 

and Large Allocation Sizes Only)

Checklist 6
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Template

◆ Topic

◆ Tribe or organization

◆ Section 

◆ Background or regulation

◆ Policy title 

◆ Policy

◆ Date policy becomes 

effective 

◆ Procedures 

◆ Additional information 
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Small Group Activity

◆ Create a policy and 

procedure using the 

template and ideas 

developed during 

the mapping activity.
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Policy and Procedure Elements
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Regulation (Why)

When

What

Procedure

Policy (what)

Who

Regulation (why)

Who When How



Questions 
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Putting a Plan into Action

◆ What is one key takeaway 

you have from this 

session?

◆ How do you plan to put that 

takeaway into action?

◆ What technical assistance 

might you need to support 

you in implementing your 

takeaway?
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Health and Safety Worksheet

◆ Write down any 

notes or thoughts 

you may have from 

this session.
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Next Session 

◆ Closing Session: This 
session will discuss next 
steps for implementation, 
provide the management 
systems framework blank 
worksheet, and explore 
Tribal CCDF Plan 
Amendments. This session 
will provide a presentation 
by a Tribal Lead Agency.

◆ Date:

◆ Time:
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Before We Meet Again

◆ Compare your current 
health and safety 
policies and procedures 
with the National Center 
on Tribal Early 
Childhood 
Development’s “Policies 
and Procedures 
Checklist” to develop an 
action plan.

◆ Complete your Health 
and Safety Worksheet.
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Grantee Spotlight – Fort Belknap Indian Community

◆ “It is the responsibility of the Tribal CCDF program to 

ensure that providers meet all requirements of the 

certificate process. It is also the responsibility of the Tribal 

CCDF program to make sure all processes are understood 

by the prospective child care provider. The Tribal CCDF 

program will provide technical assistance to help providers 

know how to meet our tribal child care standards ("Caring 

for our Children Basics; National Health and Safety 

Standards") The Tribal CCDF program will provide them 

consultation of best practices such as; caring for children, 

appropriate daily activities, helpful hints, materials and 

case-specific guidance during the monitoring.”

◆ “It is the responsibility of all child care homes and centers 

to allow the Tribal monitor (Tribal CCDF Program) access 

to their premise at any time. The Tribal CCDF Program 

may at any time; monitor, visit, or inspect the child care 

home/center. It is the intent of the Tribal CCDF program to 

ensure that the home/center's are following the standards 

established by the Fort Belknap Indian Community.”
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From:  FBIC CCDF Monitoring and 

Enforcement Policy and 

Procedures, September 2019



Resources 
◆ American Academy of Pediatrics, American Public Health 

Association, & National Resource Center for Health and Safety 

in Child Care and Early Education. (2019). Caring for our 

children: National health and safety performance standards: 

Guidelines for early care and education programs (4th ed.). 

https://ecep.uark.edu/_resources/pdf_other/01_additional_reso

urces/caring_for_our_children_4thed.pdf

◆ National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development. 

(2018). Policies and procedures checklist for Child Care and 

Development Fund Tribal Lead Agencies. U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and 

Families. 

https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/policies_

and_procedures_checklist_tool_0.pdf

◆ National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development. 

(2018). Sample policies and procedures for health and safety. 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 

Administration for Children and Families. 

https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/sample_

policies_and_procedures_for_health_and_safety.pdf

◆ “Policies and Procedures Template” (available upon request)
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Check Out 

◆ Take a minute and 

reflect on this 

session today:

▪ Did you connect with 

any of the information 

shared?

▪ If so, what might you 

do with the information 

you learned?
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	abuse reporting procedures and 
	laws in their service area

	Adds “recognition and reporting of 
	Adds “recognition and reporting of 
	child abuse and neglect” to the list 
	of required health and safety topics 
	for standards, training, and 
	monitoring


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	Tribal CCDF Plan
	Tribal CCDF Plan
	Tribal CCDF Plan

	Provides the Tribal Lead 
	Provides the Tribal Lead 
	Agency’s specific plans for 
	standards, training, and 
	monitoring around child 
	abuse and neglect 
	recognition and reporting


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	CCDF Standards
	CCDF Standards
	CCDF Standards

	Define the Tribal Lead 
	Define the Tribal Lead 
	Agency’s minimum 
	expectation for child abuse 
	and neglect reporting that is 
	subject to monitoring and 
	enforcement


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	Policy
	Policy
	Policy
	Describes what needs to be 
	done and how to meet Tribal 
	Lead Agency standards and 
	CCDF requirements for child 
	abuse and neglect 
	recognition and reporting


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	Procedures
	Procedures
	Procedures
	Outline the specific steps and 
	individuals responsible for 
	recognizing and reporting 
	child abuse or neglect


	Note: “CCDBG” stands for Child Care and Development Block Grant.
	Note: “CCDBG” stands for Child Care and Development Block Grant.
	Note: “CCDBG” stands for Child Care and Development Block Grant.



	Questions 
	Questions 
	Questions 
	Questions 


	Figure

	Pause for Mapping 
	Pause for Mapping 
	Pause for Mapping 
	Pause for Mapping 


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	What policies and
	procedures would be
	a 
	part of the Health
	and Safety
	Monitoring 
	System?


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Let's look at the map that was developed 
	during previous sessions to begin this 
	activity.




	Figure

	Mapping Example
	Mapping Example
	Mapping Example
	Mapping Example


	Figure

	Crosswalk
	Crosswalk
	Crosswalk
	Crosswalk


	Table
	Standard
	Standard
	Standard
	Standard
	Standard

	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Policies and procedures 
	regarding building and 
	physical premises safety, 
	including the identification 
	of and protection from 
	hazards that can cause 
	bodily injury, such as 
	electrical hazards, bodies 
	of water, and vehicular 
	traffic





	Training
	Training
	Training
	Training

	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Policies and procedures 
	specifying the minimum 
	number of preservice or 
	orientation training hours 
	on physical and premises 
	safety for caregivers, 
	teachers, and directors by 
	category of care and 
	outlined in your Tribal 
	CCDF Plan.





	Monitoring
	Monitoring
	Monitoring
	Monitoring

	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Policies and procedures 
	regarding the Tribal 
	Lead Agency’s 
	monitoring approach for 
	ensuring that CCDF 
	providers comply with 
	all applicable health, 
	safety, and fire 
	standards and 
	requirements







	Figure
	Span

	Each standard has an element that carries into the Training and Monitoring sections of your 
	Each standard has an element that carries into the Training and Monitoring sections of your 
	Each standard has an element that carries into the Training and Monitoring sections of your 
	policies and procedures that define your CCDF program’s health and safety system.



	Mapping Example
	Mapping Example
	Mapping Example
	Mapping Example


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Table of Contents Sample
	Table of Contents Sample
	Table of Contents Sample
	Table of Contents Sample


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Health and Safety Standards Compliance


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Relative Provider Requirements


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Ratios, Group Size, and Qualifications of Providers


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Provider Training and Professional Development


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Monitoring Approach


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Provider Service Authorization


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Record Keeping


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Monitoring Inspector Requirements


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Monitoring Enforcement


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Monitoring Appeals Process 





	Sample Policies and Procedures
	Sample Policies and Procedures
	Sample Policies and Procedures
	Sample Policies and Procedures


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Health and safety

	▪
	▪
	▪
	▪
	Safe sleep practices 
	standard


	▪
	▪
	▪
	Monitoring and enforcement


	▪
	▪
	▪
	Prevention of child 
	maltreatment training 
	requirements




	◆
	◆
	◆
	This resource can be 
	found using this link: 
	Link
	Span
	https://childcareta.acf.hh
	Span
	s.gov/sites/default/files/p
	Span
	ublic/sample_policies_an
	Span
	d_procedures_for_health
	_and_safety.pdf
	Span





	Figure

	Policies and Procedures Checklist
	Policies and Procedures Checklist
	Policies and Procedures Checklist
	Policies and Procedures Checklist


	Figure
	Source: National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development. (August 2018). 
	Source: National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development. (August 2018). 
	Source: National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development. (August 2018). 
	Policies and Procedures Checklist for Child Care and Development Fund Tribal Lead Agencies. U.S. Department of Health and 
	Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, Office of Child Care.
	https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/sample_policies_and_procedures_for_health_and_safety.pdf
	https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/sample_policies_and_procedures_for_health_and_safety.pdf
	Span




	Policies and Procedures Checklist for Child Care 
	Policies and Procedures Checklist for Child Care 
	Policies and Procedures Checklist for Child Care 
	Policies and Procedures Checklist for Child Care 
	and Development Fund Tribal Lead Agencies 


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Checklist 1: 
	Define CCDF Leadership and Coordination with 
	Relevant Systems


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Checklist 2: 
	Establish Standards and Monitoring Processes to 
	Ensure the Health and Safety of Child Care Settings


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Checklist 3: 
	Supporting
	Continuous Quality Improvement 



	---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Checklist 4:
	Provide Stable Child Care Financial Assistance 
	(Medium and Large Allocation Sizes)


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Checklist 5: 
	Ensure Equal Access to High
	-
	Quality Child Care for 
	Low
	-
	Income Families
	(Medium and Large Allocation Sizes)


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Checklist 6:
	Promote Family Engagement through Outreach and 
	Consumer Education (Medium and Large Allocation Sizes) 





	Crosswalk
	Crosswalk
	Crosswalk
	Crosswalk


	FY 2020
	FY 2020
	FY 2020
	FY 2020
	FY 2020
	FY 2020
	–
	2022 Tribal CCDF Plan Sections



	Policies and Procedures Checklist 
	Policies and Procedures Checklist 
	Policies and Procedures Checklist 
	Policies and Procedures Checklist 
	Sections




	Section 1. Leadership and Coordination
	Section 1. Leadership and Coordination
	Section 1. Leadership and Coordination
	Section 1. Leadership and Coordination
	Section 1. Leadership and Coordination



	Checklist 1
	Checklist 1
	Checklist 1
	Checklist 1




	Section 2. Health and Safety
	Section 2. Health and Safety
	Section 2. Health and Safety
	Section 2. Health and Safety
	Section 2. Health and Safety



	Checklist 2
	Checklist 2
	Checklist 2
	Checklist 2




	Section 3. Quality Improvement
	Section 3. Quality Improvement
	Section 3. Quality Improvement
	Section 3. Quality Improvement
	Section 3. Quality Improvement



	Checklist 3
	Checklist 3
	Checklist 3
	Checklist 3




	Section 4. Direct Services (Small Allocation 
	Section 4. Direct Services (Small Allocation 
	Section 4. Direct Services (Small Allocation 
	Section 4. Direct Services (Small Allocation 
	Section 4. Direct Services (Small Allocation 
	Sizes Only)



	Refer to Checklists 4 and 5 for policies 
	Refer to Checklists 4 and 5 for policies 
	Refer to Checklists 4 and 5 for policies 
	Refer to Checklists 4 and 5 for policies 
	and procedures that align with the 
	flexibilities chosen in the Plan




	Section 5. Stable Financial Assistance 
	Section 5. Stable Financial Assistance 
	Section 5. Stable Financial Assistance 
	Section 5. Stable Financial Assistance 
	Section 5. Stable Financial Assistance 
	(Medium and Large Allocation Sizes Only)



	Checklist 3, Table 3, and Checklist 4
	Checklist 3, Table 3, and Checklist 4
	Checklist 3, Table 3, and Checklist 4
	Checklist 3, Table 3, and Checklist 4




	Section 6. Equal Access
	Section 6. Equal Access
	Section 6. Equal Access
	Section 6. Equal Access
	Section 6. Equal Access
	(Medium and 
	Large Allocation Sizes
	Only)



	Checklist 5
	Checklist 5
	Checklist 5
	Checklist 5




	Section 7. Consumer Education
	Section 7. Consumer Education
	Section 7. Consumer Education
	Section 7. Consumer Education
	Section 7. Consumer Education
	(Medium 
	and Large Allocation Sizes
	Only)



	Checklist 6
	Checklist 6
	Checklist 6
	Checklist 6






	Template
	Template
	Template
	Template


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Topic


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Tribe or organization


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Section 


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Background or regulation


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Policy title 


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Policy


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Date policy becomes 
	effective 


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Procedures 


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Additional information 




	Figure

	Small Group Activity
	Small Group Activity
	Small Group Activity
	Small Group Activity


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Create a policy and 
	procedure using the 
	template and ideas 
	developed
	during 
	the
	mapping activity.




	Figure

	Policy and Procedure Elements
	Policy and Procedure Elements
	Policy and Procedure Elements
	Policy and Procedure Elements


	Figure
	Span

	Regulation (why)
	Regulation (why)
	Regulation (why)


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	Policy (what)
	Policy (what)
	Policy (what)


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	Procedure
	Procedure
	Procedure


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	Who
	Who
	Who


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	When
	When
	When


	Figure
	Figure
	Span

	How
	How
	How



	Questions 
	Questions 
	Questions 
	Questions 


	Figure

	Putting a Plan into Action
	Putting a Plan into Action
	Putting a Plan into Action
	Putting a Plan into Action


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	What is one key takeaway 
	you have from this 
	session?


	◆
	◆
	◆
	How do you plan to put that 
	takeaway into action?


	◆
	◆
	◆
	What technical assistance 
	might you need to support 
	you in implementing your 
	takeaway?




	Figure

	Health and Safety Worksheet
	Health and Safety Worksheet
	Health and Safety Worksheet
	Health and Safety Worksheet


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Write down any 
	notes or thoughts 
	you may have from 
	this session.




	Figure

	Next Session 
	Next Session 
	Next Session 
	Next Session 


	Figure
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Closing Session:
	This 
	session will discuss next 
	steps for implementation, 
	provide the 
	management 
	systems 
	framework blank 
	worksheet, and explore 
	Tribal CCDF Plan 
	Amendments. This session 
	will provide a presentation 
	by a Tribal Lead Agency.


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Date:


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Time:





	Before We Meet Again
	Before We Meet Again
	Before We Meet Again
	Before We Meet Again


	Figure
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Compare your current 
	health and safety 
	policies and procedures 
	with the National Center 
	on Tribal Early 
	Childhood 
	Development’s “Policies 
	and Procedures 
	Checklist” to develop an 
	action plan.


	◆
	◆
	◆
	Complete your Health 
	and Safety Worksheet.





	Grantee Spotlight 
	Grantee Spotlight 
	Grantee Spotlight 
	Grantee Spotlight 
	–
	Fort Belknap Indian Community


	Figure
	From:  
	From:  
	From:  
	FBIC CCDF Monitoring and 
	Enforcement Policy and 
	Procedures, September 2019


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	“It is the responsibility of the Tribal CCDF program to 
	ensure that providers meet all requirements of the 
	certificate process. It is also the responsibility of the Tribal 
	CCDF program to make sure all processes are understood 
	by the prospective child care provider. The Tribal CCDF 
	program will provide technical assistance to help providers 
	know how to meet our tribal child care standards ("Caring 
	for our Children Basics; National Health and Safety 
	Standards") The Tribal CCDF program will provide them 
	consultation of best practices such as; caring for children, 
	appropriate daily activities, helpful hints, materials and 
	case
	-
	specific guidance during the monitoring.”


	◆
	◆
	◆
	“It is the responsibility of all child care homes and centers 
	to allow the Tribal monitor (Tribal CCDF Program) access 
	to their premise at any time. The Tribal CCDF Program 
	may at any time; monitor, visit, or inspect the child care 
	home/center. It is the intent of the Tribal CCDF program to 
	ensure that the home/center's are following the standards 
	established by the Fort Belknap Indian Community.”





	Resources 
	Resources 
	Resources 
	Resources 


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	American Academy of Pediatrics, American Public Health 
	Association, & National Resource Center for Health and Safety 
	in Child Care and Early Education. (2019). 
	Caring for our 
	children: National health and safety performance standards: 
	Guidelines for early care and education programs
	(4th ed.). 
	Link
	Span
	https://ecep.uark.edu/_resources/pdf_other/01_additional_reso
	urces/caring_for_our_children_4thed.pdf
	Span



	◆
	◆
	◆
	National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development. 
	(2018). Policies and procedures checklist for Child Care and 
	Development Fund Tribal Lead Agencies. U.S. Department of 
	Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and 
	Families. 
	Link
	Span
	https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/policies_
	and_procedures_checklist_tool_0.pdf
	Span



	◆
	◆
	◆
	National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development. 
	(2018). Sample policies and procedures for health and safety. 
	U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
	Administration for Children and Families. 
	Link
	Span
	https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/sample_
	policies_and_procedures_for_health_and_safety.pdf
	Span



	◆
	◆
	◆
	“Policies and
	Procedures Template”
	(available upon request)




	Figure

	Check Out 
	Check Out 
	Check Out 
	Check Out 


	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	◆
	Take a minute and 
	reflect on this 
	session today:

	▪
	▪
	▪
	▪
	Did you connect with 
	any of the information 
	shared?


	▪
	▪
	▪
	If so, what might you 
	do with the information 
	you learned?
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